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Whose diligent shoulders can 
henceforth sustain this immense 

and fissured sky, which we fear, for 
the second time in a long history, 

will fall on our heads?

Michel Serre ”the natural contract”







Migration of humans

4 near extinctions of Homo sapiens sapiens (modern humans)!



Solar insolation
A: The shape of the earths 

orbit
c. 100 000 yr

B: The angle of the eartsh 
rotational axis

c. 41 000 yr

C: The movement of the 
earths rotational axis

c. 23 000 yr

From Milankowich

A: EccentricityB: Angle of Earths rotational axis

B: Precession: Movements 
of Earths rotatational axis





Loess soils in China deposited during the Glacial period



Sweden´s environmental history

Welinder, S, Pedersen E.A. och Myrdal J (reds). Jordbrukets första femtusen år, 4000 f. kr-
1000 e.kr. Det svenska jordbrukets historia, 21-43. 

kronozones

000 BP 



Global climatic systems

Longtitudinell och
latitudinell
transport of air

Ex: Cirkumpolar
jet stream

ITCZ –
intertropical 
convergence zone



The warm climate in mid holocene affected the whole globe. For 
instance,  9500-5000 BP Sahara, was a green landscape with forests, 
savannas , lakes and rain



Sweden´s environmental history

Welinder, S, Pedersen E.A. och Myrdal J (reds). Jordbrukets första femtusen år, 4000 f. kr-
1000 e.kr. Det svenska jordbrukets historia, 21-43. 

kronozones

000 BP 



Domestication: onset of farming

Kart modífierad från: Diamond, J., Bellwood P. (2003). Farmers and 
their Languages: the first expansions.

X



Jericho (9600-7000 BC)

Läs mer: Watkins, T (2005) From foragers to complex societies in Southwest Asia. I Scarre, 
Chris (red.), The Human Past: World Prehistory and the Development of Human Societies. 
London, Thames & Hudsont s. 224-225



Early states in the world

Bild från Scarre, Chris (red.), The world transformed: from foragers to farmers to states and empires. I: 
The Human Past: World Prehistory and the Development of Human Societies, London: Thames & 
H d   194 



Harappa, Indus valley, 2600-1900 BC

23 500 inhabitants, Formal city planning, Drainage systems running water in 3 story buildings
Communal baths, trade, But no evidence of central leadership! Is this a selforganised city?



The Nilometer in Kairo (800 A

The Nile



Seacurrents



Each el Niño event has its own signature but overall similar regional effects and they 
have recurred in history. 



• Fig 4.5. Temperature and rainfall changes on 
the European continent, 400BC until today 
(Büntgen et al. 2011).

Temperature and rainfall changes on the European continent, 400BC 
until today, (Büntgen et al. 2011). Temporary but extreme cold period 
at 536 AD, which resulted in two years without summer. 



”The Fimbul winter” 536 AD 
• The end of the wold in Nordic mythology 

(Eddan): ”three winters with no summer when 
the Fenriswolf engulfs the sun”

• ”The sun was bluish, weak and obscured, no 
warmth, no shadows, crops died.” 

• Resulting in 
– A long lasting social memory that became myth
– emergence of an aristocratic class that takes over 

the areas that have been abandoned due crisis 

Gräslund, Bo 2007. Fimbulvintern, Ragnarök och klimatkrisen år 536–537 e.Kr. Saga 
och sed 2007:93-123. Gräslund, Bo, Price, 2012. Neil Twilight of the gods?: The 'dust 
veil event' of AD 536 in critical perspective. Antiquity 86 (332): 428-443 



• Fig 4.5. Temperature and rainfall changes on 
the European continent, 400BC until today 
(Büntgen et al. 2011).

Temperature and rainfall changes on the European continent, 400BC 
until today, (Büntgen et al. 2011). Temporary but extreme cold period 
at 536 AD, which resulted in two years without summer. 



1867-1868 2 years without 
summer 

Hanebo Parish Hälsingland

Lindblom 2015. Ice on 
midsummers day, Ma 
thesis
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History shows that we can mitigate 
effects of climate variability 

In terms of mitigating against climate crises & building for 
variability and resilience, & in terms of learning from the 

past



Climate refugees? 

…and/or bad politicians (decsion makers hiding behind the climate crises)



Ethiopian famines
• famine of 1625-6 described as starving 

peasants who “looked more like exhumed 
people than live ones because all their bones 
showed on them.

• 1888-1892: Emperor Menelik opened private 
granaries over the country, tried to import 
grain, he seized hoarded crops and gave cattle 
for farming. Refugee shleters in the capital

• 1972-1973: No measures of relief in early 
crises, cover-up/lack of reporting & same in 
the 80s Wolde-Giorgis, D. 1988. Red tears; Sen, A (1981). Poverty and famines



India 1877-1878

• The 1877-1878 El Nino event in India
– Coincided with a global economic recession which 

began already in 1876
– Millions died of starvation in India, China, Brazil, ¼ of 

sheep in New south Wales died, California 
experienced its wettest winter in 200 years and 
cropsurplus was burnt to keep price of grain steady

– Effects of starvation was exasperated by British official 
policy in India that had a laisseiz-faire policy towards 
the Indian economy. 320 000 000 kg of cereal grain 
was exporterted from India to Britain (Fagan 1999, 222-230) 
. 

Davies, M 2001. Late Victorian Holocausts: El Niño Famines and the Making of the 
Third World 



Malawi 1949-1950
• Malawi (1949-1950) Nyasaland British protectorate and 

under British administration (from Vaughan 1987)

– Foodcrises due to droughts and involvement in cashcrop 
farming, and migrant labour

– Nyasaland administration adopted a ”Malthusean” philosophy 
to the foodcrises

• foodshortages was due to an environmental crises caused by 
overpopulation and bad environmental management by local farmers

– In combination with a economic strategy of laisseiz-faire (cf 
Adam Smith)

• Administration did nothing to mitigate the foodcrises
• But people survived the crises through migrating, living of

the wild, living with families in other regions, labour
migration etc



China 1743-1744
• Northern China 1743-1744 Draughts caused cropfailure 2 years in a 

row but this did not result in masstarvation
• Local administrator (Guancheng) opened all granaries, & 

adminstred transport of grain from wetter regions
– Supported 2 million farmers on grain for 8 months, 85% of it coming 

from outside the area
• Rulers in China, in the 18th century, were extremely involved in 

administration of food supplies and had a moral obligation to do so
– Speculation in grain prices were highly penalized
– High investment in transport routes such as the grand canal
– Manuals for relief management and planning 
– c. 10% of state budget went to maintaing food surpluses for bad years
– Peasantry of northern China was subject to little taxation and owned

their land 

Fagan, B 1999, Floods, famines and emperors, 222-230.
Davies, M 2001. Late Victorian Holocausts: El Niño Famines and the Making of the Third World 



Climate refugees? 

…and/or bad politicians (decsion makers hiding behind the climate crises)



• There is no direct link between production of
food and if people have food
– Famines in 20th (Amartya Sen, entitlements)
– Potatofamine Irland 19th century
– French revolution 18th century



Do societies remember?



Shortsightedness
• ”Our society suffering from shortsight disease” 
• Planinghorison of 5, 10, 20 years
• Knowledgehorison that is shorter
• ”Societal memory” of less than a year?
• Individual memory?
• Which means that: 

– We dont learn from the inummerable god and bad 
examples of solutions/causes to problems

– We dont understand our society
– We dont see the solutions that exist before us

Guldi and Armitage (2014) The History Manifesto



Greenland

2012 Andrew J. Dugmore, Thomas H. 
McGovern, Orri Vésteinsson, Jette Arneborg, 
Richard Streeter and Christian Keller
Cultural adaptation, compounding 
vulnerabilities, and conjunctures in Norse 
Greenland. PNAS 2012 109 (10)3011-6



• Strategies for resilience at different scales
• Systemic resilience: artificial irrigation, settlement in river valleys.
• Short term resilience: Migration between different areas, exchanges and 

alliances, urban growth
– Diversity: Hohokam Irrigation System and Social Institutions collapsed when they were too 

rigid while the Zuni system with varying agricultural strategies, which created resilience 
despite climate and social change

– Costs: Hohokam, Mimbres and Zuni show different combinations of compromises between 
short-term efficiency and long-term sustainability

American SW

Schoon, M., C. Fabricius, J. M. Anderies, and M. Nelson. 2011. Synthesis: vulnerability, traps, and transformations—long-term perspectives from archaeology. Ecology 
and Society 16(2): 24. [online] URL: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss2/art24/



• Frequent shifting of residences 970 to 1040 AD 
• Initial aggregation into villages (Pueblos) coincides with several very dry 

periods around 1000 AD
• AD 1040 to 1130, was a prolonged period of wet conditions (classic period),  

settlement expansion, population growth, upland farming, floodplain irrigation
– Also localised pottery traditions, separate from the larger region (Hohokam style) 

to more homogenic pottery styles.
• 1130 AD crises?

– Depopulation
– Disappearance of riverine forest/bush vegetation and decline in large mammal 

wildlife
• 1300-1400 a new phase of urbanisation

– Later dissap. and never to appear again



Structures



Structures that inhibit change
That creates a slowness in the organisation to
respond to change
• Environmental dependencies
• Societal institutions
• Technological “lock-in’s”
But organisations that have low aptability are more
prone to break down completely
• Organisations that are flexible tend to re-organise

faster and continously to change
• hence that can be more stable because of this small 

scale adaptability



Complexity & will technology save 
us?

Solving problems tends to create...bigger problems! 
(Tainter 2000, 2006)

– Problems tend to be solved with more complexity
– More complexity creates: 
– Bigger problems
– Which is solved with:
– More complexity
– Which creates:

–Bigger problems
– Which is solved with....



Maya Collapse?

800 AD due to climate crises (according 
to many environmental historians)



”Green cities?”
• Maya

– Population pressure equiv. of 
todays sprawl of Los Angeles or 
even China

– Towns were completely supported 
by the agricultural economy, ie 
towndwellers were also farmers

– Much of the agricultural produce 
needed was produced in the towns

Compare also with west African towns



Tenochtitlan
Its market contained 60,000 traders and buyers. Much of the 
agricultural produce (2/3) came from sh Chinampas gardens “Floating 
garderns “ that could be harvested 3 times/år and year after year. This 
gardens were located within the city itself

founded 1325 e.Kr (c. 200 000 inhabitants) (todays Mexico  city) 



High density vs low density cities?

Can be more or less efficient when it 
comes to producing and consuming energy



High vs low energy gain systems
• High energy systems

– Such as carbon based energy systems, is energy
efficient (in relation to energy invested), and may
be more efficient in combination with dense
settlement? 

• But high energy efficient systems tend to loose its
efficency quickly

– The high investment made means that actors perpetuate the 
system 

» Which makes it brittle in the long run
• And in danger of collapse

Tainter et al 2003
Tainter et al 2006



High vs low energy gain systems
• Low energy systems

• Such as non fossil fuel and renewable energy sources
is better suited to a dispersed settlement. 

– It is low in effeciency relative to energy investment but it 
doesnt loose efficiency as fast over time

• Low energy systems are costly and tend to be organised 
and planned

– And more adaptable to environment/context

• Thus it tends to be more stable over long term



The technologies for 
sustainable green cities already exists what we 

need is to mobilise the social forum that the 
urban is to plan well

Concept of one of 13 ecocities in France

Concept of planned ecocity in Dubai

Mostafi, M., Dohert, G. 2010. Ecological Urbanism

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Ecological-Urbanism-Mohsen-Mostafavi/dp/3037781890/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1390384998&sr=8-1&keywords=Ecological+urbanism


Take small steps
plan for surprise,

build in capacity for invention
Or build in local capacity for 

selforganisation

Scott, J. S. (1998) Seeing like a state: how certain schemes to 
improve the human condition have failed. 



Policy for whom by whom



“Follow the leaders: Politicians Debating Global Warming“, 
Isaac Cordal, Berlin Street art



Building a welfare state
• Shift in political thinking in the end of 80s-1990s

– Decentralisation 
• move decisions closer to those affected by the decisions

– Democratisation
• Encourage procedural and deliberative democracy 
• by outsourcing public services to market competition 

consumer choice is enabled
• Allowing for people to better able to influence the welfare

system…



Political consumerism
Where the individual lies at the core of democracy
• through this people are also co-participating in democracy and in shaping 

policy
• Green consumption/sustainable consumption
• Policy completely directed at information campaigns



A de-politisation of 
democracy, 
silencing political 
debate under a 
false rhetoric of 
consensus and 
through ideological 
domination

Eg Goode and Habermas 2005; Mouffe 2000; 2013
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